Guideline Working Group Reports
Guidelines on Arch Dams (New guideline)
The ANCOLD Executive Committee requested the authors of two papers on arch dam design criteria, as presented
at the 2014 ANCOLD Conference (Jonker & Espandar, and Lopez & McKay), to form a small Working Group to
formalise the presented design criteria, so that it could be endorsed as the ANCOLD position on the design criteria
for arch dams. In order not to repeat what is available elsewhere, the ANCOLD Guideline would just endorse the
position of other available documents where their approach is accepted, for example the details of the analysis
methodologies. The Guideline would therefore be kept quite short with the focus on the design loadings and
acceptance criteria, and a commentary setting out more information and references to other best practices
supported by ANCOLD. The Guideline would also include references to other existing ANCOLD guidelines, in
particular the Guidelines on Design Criteria for Concrete Gravity Dams, which already covers similar topics such as
the concrete and foundation material properties. The intention is that these guidelines would be issued as a
supplementary practice note to the guidelines for concrete gravity dams.
Over the past year the authors have made progress with the development of the first draft for peer review, which is
expected to be ready for review at the time of the ANCOLD AGM.
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Guidelines on the Consequence Categories for Dams (Watching Brief)
Introduction
The current version of the Guidelines on the Consequence Categories for Dams was published in September 2012.
The purpose of the guidelines is to provide a consistent method of categorising the consequences of dam failure so
that resources can be allocated according to the potential effects of failure of the dam on the general community.
Three levels of assessment are outlined in the guidelines. The third and most comprehensive level provides the
option of assessment using either Population at Risk (PAR) or Potential Loss of Life (PLL). The inclusion of PLL
represents the most significant change to the earlier version of the guidelines. PLL is synonymous with the term
Loss of Life (LOL) as described in the ANCOLD Guidelines on Risk Assessment (2003). The PLL assessment is based
on incremental PLL, the additional potential loss of life or damage caused by dam failure compared with the same
event occurring without dam failure.
Objectives
The objective of the Watching Brief Committee is to maintain surveillance on all matters associated with the
purpose of the guideline, to monitor industry trends both nationally and abroad and assess the currency of the
existing guidelines against those trends.
Background
The Watching Brief Committee was created in late 2014 by the ANCOLD Executive who appointed David Ryan as
the Convenor for the Committee. David is an Associate Member of ANCOLD.
For these guidelines, it was agreed by the Executive that only the Convenor be appointed but where queries or
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